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Colour asymmetry between galaxies with clockwise and
counterclockwise handedness
Lior Shamir1
Abstract Recent studies have shown that SDSS galax-
ies with clockwise patterns are photometrically different
from galaxies with anti-clockwise patterns. The pur-
pose of this study is to identify possible differences be-
tween the colour of galaxies with clockwise handedness
and the colour of galaxies with anti-clockwise handed-
ness. A dataset of 162,514 SDSS galaxies was sepa-
rated into clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies, and
the colours of spiral galaxies with clockwise handed-
ness were compared to the colour of spiral galaxies with
anti-clockwise handedness. The results show that the
i-r colour in clockwise galaxies in SDSS is significantly
higher compared to anti-clockwise SDSS galaxies. The
colour difference is strongest between the right ascen-
sion of 30o and 60o, while the RA range of 180o to 210o
shows a much smaller difference.
Keywords Galaxies: general – galaxies: photometry
– galaxies: spiral
1 Introduction
The handedness of a spiral galaxy is a clear visual char-
acteristic that separates spiral galaxies into galaxies
with clockwise handedness and galaxies with counter-
clockwise handedness. The handedness of a galaxy is
subjective to the position of the observer, so that a
galaxy with clockwise handedness might seem to have
counterclockwise handedness to an observer positioned
elsewhere in the universe. Therefore, in a large popu-
lation of galaxies no differences are expected between
the physical properties of galaxies with counterclock-
wise handedness and the physical properties of galaxies
with clockwise handedness.
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While some differences between the photometry of
clockwise and anti-clockwise galaxies were observed
with marginal statistical significance (Shamir 2013), re-
cent experiments using machine learning and statistical
methods show strong evidence of photometric differ-
ences between clockwise and anti-clockwise spiral galax-
ies (Shamir 2016).
These photometric differences were shown with
two datasets (Shamir 2016). The first consisted of
13,440 classified manually as spiral by Galaxy Zoo
2 (Willett et al. 2013) crowdsourcing campaign, and
the second was based on 10,281 galaxies analyzed in a
fully automatic process (Kuminski and Shamir 2016),
and without any human intervention that could induce
human perception bias. Using several different ma-
chine learning algorithms to predict the handedness of
a galaxy by its photometry, the algorithms correctly
predicted the handedness in ∼64% and ∼65% accuracy
using the Galaxy Zoo 2 and the automatically classified
galaxies, respectively (Shamir 2016).
This paper uses a large set of 162,514 spiral galaxies
to show statistically significant differences between the
colour of clockwise galaxies and anti-clockwise galaxies
imaged by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS).
2 Data
To obtain a large dataset of galaxies separated to clock-
wise and anti-clockwise handedness, a catalogue of au-
tomatically annotated SDSS DR8 galaxies (Kuminski and Shamir
2016) was used. The catalogue contains the annotations
of the broad morphology of ∼3,000,000 galaxies anno-
tated by an image analysis algorithm (Kuminski et al.
2014), such that each annotation to spiral or ellipti-
cal galaxy is provided with a degree of certainty that
the annotation is correct (Kuminski and Shamir 2016).
All galaxies annotated as spiral galaxy with certainty
2of 0.54 or higher were selected to provide a dataset
of 740,908 spiral galaxies. Comparison to Galaxy Zoo
(Lintott et al. 2011) manual classifications shows that
galaxies classified as spiral in certainty of 0.54 or higher
are in ∼98% of the cases aligned with the “superclean”
Galaxy Zoo annotations (Kuminski and Shamir 2016).
As was done in (Shamir 2016), the spiral galax-
ies were classified into clockwise and counterclockwise
galaxies by applying the Ganalyzer algorithm (Shamir
2011a,b). Ganalyzer first transforms each galaxy im-
age into its radial intensity plot, and then detects the
peaks in each horizontal line of the plot. The peaks are
grouped such that each set of peaks can be associated
with a galaxy arm. For each arm, the X position of
each peak is compared to the X position of the peak
in the next line of the plot. If the peaks shift to the
left the galaxy is considered a clockwise galaxy, and
if the peaks shift to the right the galaxy is considered
a counterclockwise galaxy. If more than 30 peaks are
detected in the radial intensity plot and the number
of peaks shifting to the left is three times or more the
number of peaks shifting to the right the galaxy is con-
sidered clockwise. If 30 peaks or more are detected and
the number of peaks shifting to the right is three times
or more the number of peaks shifting to the left the
galaxy is considered clockwise. Otherwise, the hand-
edness is undetermined. A detailed description of the
Ganalyzer algorithm and its performance evaluation is
provided in (Shamir 2011a, 2012; Dojcsak and Shamir
2014; Hoehn and Shamir 2014).
The 740,908 spiral galaxies were classified by their
handedness as described above, providing a dataset
with 82,242 clockwise galaxies and 80,272 counterclock-
wise galaxies. The remaining galaxies were not assigned
with handedness and were therefore excluded from the
analysis. The higher number of clockwise galaxies is
aligned with previous experiments (Shamir 2016, 2012;
Hoehn and Shamir 2014). Using cumulative binomial
probability, the chance to have 82,242 or more successes
in 162,514 trails is P ≃ 5 · 10−7, when the probability
of success is 0.5, showing that the asymmetry in the
number of clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies is
statistically significant.
To test the consistency of the data, 400 galaxies clas-
sified by Ganalyzer as clockwise and 400 galaxies classi-
fied as counterclockwise were randomly separated from
the dataset and inspected manually. Of the 800 galax-
ies 45 did not have a clear identifiable handedness, but
none of the galaxies that were inspected was clearly
assigned with the wrong handedness.
Some of the photometric values in SDSS can be val-
ues such as -9999 or -1000. These values are flags and
not actual photometric measurements, and were there-
fore removed from the analysis. The distribution of
the r magnitude, Petrosian radius measured in the r
band, and the redshift are displayed in Figure 1. Most
galaxies in the (Kuminski and Shamir 2016) catalogue
do not have spectra, and therefore just the subset of
10,281 galaxies with spectra were used to deduce the
distribution of redshift.
3 Results
The mean De Vaucouleurs u-g, g-r, r-i, and i-z of clock-
wise and counterclockwise SDSS galaxies are shown in
Table 3. The table also shows the two-tailed t-test sta-
tistical significance of the difference. Because four hy-
potheses are being tested, the statistical significance
of each test needs to be corrected to avoid false pos-
itives. The Bonferroni correction (Goeman and Solari
2014) was applied to the t-test P values, so that the P
value of each test is corrected for the total number of
hypotheses analyzed in the experiment.
The table shows a statistically significant difference
on the r-i colour, meaning that in galaxies with clock-
wise handedness the near infrared i band is more lu-
minous than the r band compared to counterclockwise
galaxies. The difference is also statistically significant
after applying the Bonferroni correction to adjust the
P values to the number of tests. When separating the
galaxies randomly into two groups, the means r-i of
the group is nearly identical (∼0.3285) and the non-
corrected P value is ∼0.8472.
In addition to random separation into two group, to
ensure that no systematic error has affected the results,
the experiment was repeated such that all galaxies were
flipped horizontally using ImageMagick, and the exper-
iment was repeated using the flipped galaxies. The re-
sults of that experiment are summarized in Table 2.
As the table shows, flipping the galaxies led to ex-
actly the inverse results compared to the experiment
when using the original galaxy images. The numbers
of clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies are also in-
versed, and are 80,272 and 82,242, respectively. These
identical results are expected since the Ganalyzer algo-
rithm works by analyzing the radial intensity plot, and
is therefore rotationally invariant.
Another common model to measure galaxy colours
is the exponential magnitude model. Table 4 shows
the colours of the same galaxies measured using the
exponential model magnitude.
Although the statistical significance is somewhat
weaker, the exponential model magnitude also shows
a statistically significant difference between clockwise
and counterclockwise galaxies. Table 4 shows the dif-
ferences in the model magnitude, also showing statisti-
cally significant difference in the r-i colour of clockwise
and counterclockwise galaxies.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of the r magnitude, Petrosian radius measured in the r band, and the distribution of redshift. The
distribution of magnitude and radius was measured with the entire dataset of 162,514 galaxies. The distribution of the z is
measured in a subset of 10,281 galaxies.
Table 1 Mean, standard error of the mean, and two-tailed t-test P values of De Vaucouleurs u-g, g-r, r-i, and i-z of
clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies.
Colour Mean Mean t-test Bonferroni-corrected
clockwise counterclockwise P t-test P
u-g 1.1963±0.002 1.1948±0.002 0.61 1
g-r 0.6173±0.0009 0.6176±0.001 0.8 1
r-i 0.3299±0.0007 0.3266±0.0008 0.002 0.008
i-z 0.2136±0.001 0.2112±0.001 0.17 0.67
Figure 2 shows the difference between the colours in
different right ascension ranges. The figure shows dif-
ferent colour differences in different RA ranges. In the
RA range of (180o, 210o) the colours of clockwise and
counterclockwise galaxies are nearly the same, while
the RA range of (0o, 30o) exhibits the strongest colour
differences. The RA range (270o, 300o) shows stronger
asymmetry, but the number of galaxies in that part of
the sky is just 809, leading to high standard error. Ta-
ble 5 shows the colour differences in that range. As
can be learned from the table, the g-r, r-i, and i-z show
very strong statistically significant difference between
the colours in these bands.
Another statistically significant difference is the g-r
colour, measured in the RA range (150o − 180o). The
mean g-r of counterclockwise galaxies in that RA range
is ∼0.5789, and for clockwise galaxies the mean g-r is
∼0.591. The two-tailed t-test probability that these
two means are not different is P< 0.0004.
Figure 3 shows the histogram of the distribution of
the different colours among clockwise and counterclock-
wise galaxies. The histograms show that the colour dif-
ferences are not distributed uniformly. For instance, in
the r-i colour, the range 0.3 to 0.5 has more clockwise
galaxies, while the number of counterclockwise galaxies
is higher when the r-i is between 0.2 and 0.3.
4 Discussion
While spiral galaxies have been attracting substantial
research attention since their discovery in 1773, the
physics of spiral arms is still an open fundamental ques-
tion (Dobbs and Baba 2014; Griv and Wang 2014).
Spiral galaxies can be separated into several differ-
ent types (Elmegreen and Elmegreen 1982, 1987), and
the formation of spiral arms has been linked to quasi-
stationary density waves (Lin and Shu 1964; Bertin
1993; Elmegreen and Thomasson 1993), dark matter
halos (Khoperskov et al. 2013; Tutukov and Fedorova
2006; Chang and Chakrabarti 2011; Del Popolo 2016),
stochastic star formation (Mueller and Arnett 1976;
Gerola and Seiden 1978), spiral instabilities (Sellwood and Carlberg
1984; Sellwood 2000; Baba et al. 2013), radial trans-
port of dust (Vorobyov and Shchekinov 2006), and tidal
interactions (Toomre and Toomre 1972; Meidt et al.
2013; McConnachie et al. 2009).
The colour of a galaxy clearly provides important
information about its physical characteristics, composi-
tion, and stellar profile. Previous studies using popula-
tions of galaxies have shown dependence between colour
and morphology (De Vaucouleurs 1961), intrinsic lu-
minosities (Fioc and Rocca-Volmerange 1999), star for-
mation (Ferreras et al. 1999; Tojeiro et al. 2013), clus-
tering (Brown et al. 2000, 2003; Coil et al. 2004), dust
grain population (Shalima et al. 2015), and the radial
profile (Strateva et al. 2001).
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Fig. 3 Histogram of the distribution of the different colours
5Table 2 Mean, standard error of the mean, and two-tailed t-test P values of De Vaucouleurs u-g, g-r, r-i, and i-z when all
galaxies were mirrored.
Colour Mean Mean t-test Bonferroni-corrected
clockwise counterclockwise P t-test P
u-g 1.1948±0.002 1.1963±0.002 0.61 1
g-r 0.6176±0.001 0.6173±0.0009 0.8 1
r-i 0.3266±0.0008 0.3299±0.0007 0.002 0.008
i-z 0.2112±0.001 0.2136±0.001 0.17 0.67
Table 3 Mean, standard error of the mean, and two-tailed t-test P values of exponential magnitude u-g, g-r, r-i, and i-z
of clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies.
Colour Mean Mean t-test Bonferroni-corrected
clockwise counterclockwise P t-test P
u-g 1.312±0.002 1.307±0.002 0.1 0.39
g-r 0.615±0.0008 0.616±0.001 0.8 1
r-i 0.331±0.0006 0.328±0.0007 0.003 0.013
i-z 0.178±0.001 0.176±0.001 0.21 0.86
The results of this study show that in SDSS there
is a statistically significant link between the colour of
a spiral galaxy and its handedness, with the strongest
difference observed in the r-i colour. The results also
show that the colours are different in different right
ascension ranges, with the most substantial difference
in the RA range (30o, 60o). However, the differences in
the r-i colour are observed in a population of galaxies
that covers a large part of the sky, much larger than
any known superstructure of gravitationally interacting
galaxies.
The analysis applied in this study compares the
colour of SDSS clockwise and anti-clockwise galaxies in
the same sky regions. Although the asymmetry can be
the results of a measurement error, it is difficult to iden-
tify reasons for such differences due to errors in SDSS
pipeline, as both clockwise and anti-clockwise galax-
ies were measured in the same parts of the sky, and
were separated into two classes only after the images
and photometric measurements were acquired. The dif-
ferences observed in this study can also be explained
by a violation of the cosmological principle (Longo
2011; Shamir 2012; Horsch 2013; Gu¨llu¨ and Tekin 2014;
Tasseten and Tekin 2016; Chechin 2016), as the dif-
ferences in asymmetry in different directions of obser-
vation might indicate that the local universe is not
isotropic. While several observations have shown struc-
tures that violate the homogeneity assumption of the
cosmological principle (Bala´zs et al. 2015), the obser-
vation reported here provides preliminary evidence for
the violation also of the isotropy assumption.
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6Table 4 Mean, standard error of the mean, and two-tailed t-test P values of model magnitude u-g, g-r, r-i, and i-z of
clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies.
Colour Mean Mean t-test Bonferroni-corrected
clockwise counterclockwise P t-test P
u-g 1.263±0.002 1.261±0.002 0.67 1
g-r 0.648±0.0009 0.65±0.001 0.12 0.5
r-i 0.355±0.0006 0.352±0.0007 0.006 0.03
i-z 0.227±0.001 0.226±0.001 0.36 1
Table 5 Mean, standard error of the mean, and two-tailed t-test P values of De Vaucouleurs model magnitude u-g, g-r,
r-i, and i-z of clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies in the RA range of 30o-60o.
Colour Mean Mean t-test Bonferroni-corrected
clockwise counterclockwise P t-test P
u-g 1.219±0.006 1.2±0.007 0.1 0.39
g-r 0.659±0.003 0.629±0.003 < 10−5 < 10−5
r-i 0.351±0.002 0.335±0.002 < 10−5 < 10−5
i-z 0.24±0.003 0.214±0.004 < 10−5 < 10−5
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